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Abstract: Key innovative technologies for I4.0 are Internet of Things (IoT), Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), self-organizing machines 

(M2M), cloud computing, big data and Mixed Reality (MR).  Microsoft HoloLens2 (HL2) is the new MR revolution for Industry 4.0. The 

proposed study addresses the potential of Node-RED IoT platform and HoloLens2 for interconnecting virtual and real things from the 

current scene in the MR window. The augmented holograms on scenes interface the physical object and link behaviours to them seamlessly 

and regardless of their heterogeneous technologies. A lightweight framework for interconnecting virtual and real things in HoloLens 2 via 

Node-RED is proposed.   The framework uses open-source tools and standard protocols like IoT protocols, Microsoft WebSocket, MRTK for 

Unity, HL2 APIs and Node-RED nodes used to interact with Python or ROS processes. More detailed experimental analysis will be 

performed in the future in order to prove that this framework is enough practicable and stable. 
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1. Introduction 

The Fourth industrial revolution (I4.0) has begun with the rapid 

development of ICT and AI allowing a new paradigm for 

communication and augmentation. I4.0 has transformed traditional 

industries into smart ones by incorporating successive technological 

advancements, developments and innovations. I4.0 practices often 

extend beyond conventional industries including agriculture; hence 

“Agriculture 4.0” emerges potentially based on intelligent robots. 

Key innovative technologies in I4.0 are: Internet of Things (IoT), 

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs), self-organizing machines (M2M), 

cloud computing, big data and Extended Reality (XR). The Internet 

of Things (IoT) is a concept that connects real and digital worlds. 

Using any network and service IoT allows people and “things” to be 

connected anytime, anywhere, with anything and anyone. The 

Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) covers this concept at more 

industrial level and radically contributed to the Industry 4.0 

realization. However, with the increase of technological complexity 

the used context and tasks for the designers and users change, too. 

In the design phase the engineers have to handle the increased 

complexity such as heterogeneity of devices and protocols for data 

sharing, new methods for remote guidance and access to the system 

data, new approaches for digitalization of the implied knowledge in 

manuals. In the operating phase the operators have to access, 

capture and send digital information about their activity in real time 

from/to the service and maintenance technicians. All this increasing 

level of user interaction can be handled by XR and is considered the 

new revolution for Industry 4.0. Nowadays, developers exploit 

wearable technologies and displaying mechanisms to create 

innovative applications which allow users to interact naturally with 

digital technologies. New visualization strategies superimpose 

virtual (computer-generated) content on the environment. Different 

XR technologies have emerged in order to achieve these aims, such 

as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality (AR), and mixed reality 

(MR). VR provides a computer-generated environment where the 

user can enter it with a VR headset and interact using gestures and 

posture. VR is an immersive technology and as a drawback could be 

pointed out the lack of interaction with the real space. AR 

technology solved this problem and a new method for visualization 

was proposed in 1997 [1] that enabled the addition of virtual objects 

to appear and coexist in the same space as the real world. AR has 

been suggested as a disruptive and enabling technology within the 

I4.0 manufacturing paradigm [2]. AR technology creates an 

augmented world the user can interact with, however the real and 

virtual world are separated. The term MR first was introduced in a 

1994 in [3] and emerged in order to merges the real and virtual 

worlds in the MR window, where a real-world object interacts with 

a virtual object and vice versa to execute practical scenarios for the 

actors in the interaction. A review on Mixed Reality and current 

trends, MR software, toolkits, and application programming 

interface could be found in [4], while the recent advances in 

security and privacy approaches are presented in [5]. There are two 

main types of devices which deliver MR: 1) Holographic devices 

which are characterized by their ability to place digital content in 

the real world as if it were there and 2) Immersive devices which 

create a sense of "presence"--hiding the physical world, and 

replacing it with a digital experience. HoloLens (2nd gen) 

developed by Microsoft (HL2) is the new MR revolution for 

Industry 4.0.  Windows 10 provides a common Mixed Reality 

platform (MRTK) for both manufacturers and developers 

[https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality]. The 

holograms, objects made of light and sound that appear in the world 

around us, are created by MRTK and they look like real objects, 

which respond to our gaze, gestures and voice commands in order 

to interact with real-world surfaces around us. When MR device 

interfaces real world objects, linking behaviors to these objects can 

happen naturally by holograms. For instance, if MR device points a 

robot, the MR Camera would recognize the robot and then offer 

suitable “augmentations” for the robot parts. Visually in the MR 

screen, this might look like a group of holograms or 3D objects 

floating around the robot. If behaviors are linked to some 

“augmentations” we can physically control the robot‟s actuators or 

start video recording using the camera of the robot.  Interconnection 

between virtual and real object need to be established seamlessly. 

However, intercommunication with the physical elements around 

virtual object is complicated.  MR and surrounding devices make 

use of heterogeneous technologies and development of a MR 

application is complicated and depends on the different layers, one 

of which is focused on architectural issues for component 

integration. The implementation of the intercommunication 

mechanisms requires the involvement of specialized developers 

with experience on the necessary technologies. To cope with this, 

the present work proposes a lightweight framework for 

interconnecting virtual and real things in MR device via Node-RED. 

Node-RED was originally designed to work with the Internet of 

Things [6], i.e. devices that interact and control the real world. 

Node-RED has quickly developed a significant and growing user 

base and an active developer community who are contributing new 

nodes for reusing Node-RED code. 

Our general concept how to use open-source tools and IoT 

standard protocols is presented in Fig.1 as flow chart. Other 

behaviors that concern remote assistance in real time, e.g. as to how 

operators in the field easily access, capture and send digital 

information about their activity in real time to the 

service/maintenance technicians can be seen in Fig.1. The operator 

will be supported not only with step-by-step instructions using 3D 

text, icons, images, models and animations, but with direct support 

from the expert who could control remotely the designated 

holograms over real device parts in order to complete specific tasks. 

The main idea is to reduce the communication barriers between 

technologies by open-source protocols and systems, such as 

WebSocket, Node.js, JSON and Node-RED. Objects that belong to 
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the IoT share common protocol with technical IoT standards, most 

of which are open standards. JSON format serves for exchanging 

data between a browser and a server. Any JavaScript object as 

JSON can be sent to the server and converted any JSON received 

from the server into JavaScript objects with no complicated parsing 

and translation. 

 

Fig. 1 General concept for interconnecting virtual and real object 

via open-source tools and IoT standard protocols 

 The paper addresses the potential of Node-RED IoT platform 

and HoloLens 2 from Microsoft (Fig.2) for interconnecting virtual 

and real things from the current scene in the MR window. Thus, the 

behaviors of augmented holograms on scenes can link behaviors to 

the physical object seamlessly and regardless of their heterogeneous 

technologies. The presented work proposes a lightweight 

framework for interconnecting virtual and real things in HoloLens 2 

via Node-RED.   The framework uses open-source tools and 

standard protocols like IoT protocols, Microsoft WebSocket, 

MRTK for Unity, HL2 APIs and Node-RED nodes used to interact 

with Python or ROS processes. 

  
 

a) b) c) 

Fig. 2 HoloLens 2 headset and air-tap and grab hand 

gestures 

 

2. Related Works 

What makes Microsoft Hololens2 to be considered as the new 

MR revolution for Industry 4.0?  New HoloLens 2 is the innovation 

for the next generation of computing in operational conditions and 

with its ergonomic reconstruction of the headset it is a comfortable 

tool for industrial operators [7]. What is new in HoloLens 2 [8]: 1) 

Field of vision is more than doubled; 2) Center of gravity is more 

balanced; 3) A new display improves the immersive experience; 4) 

Easier and more intuitive manipulation of holograms; 5) Flip-up 

visor; 6) Eye-tracking sensors; 7) “See it say it” option for clicking; 

8) Applications such as Dynamics 365 Remote Assist, Dynamics 

365 Layout, Dynamics 365 Guides.  

The 1080p, 30 fps helmet-mounted camera contributes to better 

videoconferencing and remote assistance. By the “Hand Tracking" 

technology the 3D model of user hands appears on the MR scene 

and follows the user's hand movements for interacting directly with 

the digital elements on the scene. “Eye Tracking” is the technology 

that allows the headset to follow the user's gaze. Thus, the operator 

has just to look at the buttons he/she want to click on. Operators and 

service/maintenance technicians (hereafter experts) communicate 

more easily while reducing travel time using the new proposed 

remote collaborative real-time assistance. The experts need not visit 

the site and can see the problem and perform a diagnosis from a 

distance and look through the eyes of the operator on the spot, 

meantime communicating with each other. The experts have the 

ability to interact with the virtual and real objects on the MR scene 

by adding arrows or surrounding specific areas. The experts can 

send documentation (PDFs, specifications, images or videos), thus 

fix the operational errors coming from the documents which are 

often out of date. The operator on the spot is no longer obliged to 

bring “documentation on paper” with her/him and has both hands 

free during the intervention. Furthermore, because the expert has 

access to all the up-to-date documentation on his computer, the 

operator works safely because relies on the correct version of the 

documents used. However, although the remote assistance and 

training is solved, the problem of seamlessly interconnecting of real 

and virtual things in the shrouding remain still partially unsolved.  

Different IoT-based middlewares that generate global 

information to support MR applications or the connectivity within 

MR applications could be found in the literature [9-12]. CHARIOT 

[10] is an IoT middleware for the integration of heterogeneous 

entities in a smart urban factory and support the new technologies 

and devices that can autonomously communicate and exchange data 

among each other. One of the introduced case scenarios brings 

warehousing and augmented reality features together to demonstrate 

how a IoT data streams can be integrated into actionable AR 

solutions. A framework for integration of AR/MR and IoT devices 

by using standard architecture, open source and standard protocols 

is proposed in [11]. The integration of OneM2M as a standard 

architecture for IoT platforms (Mobius as one M2M platform for 

IoT and HoloLens as an MR device) for sensor data visualization, 

actuator control, and MR-sensor data transmission are verified. In 

[12], Node-RED environment as one of the most important 

perspectives in IIoT that replace (to a certain level) classic 

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) applications is 

applied by using openly published and free protocols such as 

Modbus TCP for interacting with industrial devices and Message 

Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) to interact with higher-

levels, which provides a publish-subscribe structuring and a low 

band-width usage. The application uses logging and archiving 

modules based on InfluxDB database and is conceived to achieve 

the visual supervisory structure as close as possible to well-known 

SCADA solutions.  

HTTP POST from HoloLens can be applied for sending data 

however if we want to interact with the virtual objects outside the 

MR device, WebSockets and JSON need to be used. WebSockets as 

a communication framework are used in [13] and [14]. AR-based 

method for remote real-time assistance for collaboration which 

reduces the communication barriers is presented in [13]. WebRTC 

is used for the multiplayer Real-Time video Communication and a 

shared cross-platform virtual whiteboard based on Canvas, 

WebSocket and Node.js. This canvas allows the remote experts to 

provide visual assistance by drawing, texting or videoing. A hybrid 

tracking and registration technique based on natural features and 

gyroscopes is adopted to estimate the operator‟s posture in real time 

to enable the virtual assistance information to be perfectly 

integrated with the real world at all times. A proof of concept that 

the communications via Websockets from HoloLens to IoT and vice 

versa are feasible and in real time can be found in [14]. The 

application sends or receives data in UTF8 format from the HL2 to 

Node-RED and back to the MR window of HL2 in order to 

manipulate remotely virtual objects. 

Reviewing the surveyed IoT-MR middleware, we have not 

found the touching or grabbing a virtual object in MR device 

implicitly and seamlessly to control a real device via to Node-RED. 

According to us, Node-RED, as a quickly developed and growing 

user base with contributing new nodes, can be used to mediate the 
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linking behaviors from virtual to real objects regardless of their 

heterogeneous technologies. 

3. A framework for interconnecting virtual and 

real things in HoloLens2 via Node-RED 

The proposed framework has been developed for two different 

behaviours on two different types of programmable robots, both 

available in our laboratory: a socially-assistive robot Pepper by 

Softbank [15] and a collaborative robot Panda by Franka Emika 

[16]. The HoloLens device interfaces the camera of the Pepper 

robot in the first behaviour (Fig.3) by holographic touch in HL2 

window, speech or input gestures. In the second behaviour, the 

articulated hand input for grabbable input control interfaces and 

manipulates the hologram of a robotic arm (the virtual object) in 

order to mimic the real robotic arm manipulations, such as move, 

rotate and scale. The proposed framework uses well-known open-

source protocols and tools, such as Websockets, Node-RED, JSON 

and Python/ROS scripts which allow dynamic communication 

between  HL2 and robots in real time with enhanced UI and 

visualization techniques.  

 

 

Fig. 3 Developed framework for two different behaviors 

 

The communications from HL2 to Node-RED were established 

by Microsoft WebSocket_out and from Node-RED to HL2 by 

WebSocket_in (Fig.4), hereafter the term “communication channel” 

will be used. Windows 10 provides support for the client use of 

WebSockets in Universal Windows Platform (UWP) applications. 

The “Windows.Networking.Sockets” namespace defines two types 

of WebSocket objects to be used by clients: MessageWebSocket 

(supports UTF-8 or binary messages) and StreamWebSocket - for 

sending binary data of photos, movies, etc.  The server echoes the 

messages back. Therefore, when a HoloLens object is interfaced 

(e.g., point, grab, pressed), the current behaviour sends a 

WebSocket message to Node-RED on another PC and the text tells 

the name of the object pointed at and the time it was pointed at.  In 

case of StreamWebSocket is used a stream is transported to Node-

RED. 

HoloLens interfaces the camera of the Pepper robot by 

holographic buttons, speech or air-taping gestures in the first 

behaviour. Video recording starts by pressing the 

“PressableButtonHoloLens2” shell-style button, by using “See it 

Say it” functionality or by a combination of air tap gestures and a 

three-second countdown. All these virtual inputs for starting and 

stopping the real camera of the Pepper robot communicate using 

“WebSocket_out” with Node-RED network and input python shell 

nodes. Node-RED sends the python script that starts the camera on 

the robot side. After the stop recording button, the video is saved on 

the robot side. At the same time, “WebSocket_in” from Node-RED 

communicates with the HL2. It receives a “WebSocket_in” message 

to augment a VideoPlayer object on the scene and the URL for 

rendering the video from the Pepper‟s camera. The record of the 

video taken by Pepper‟s camera on the robot is in .avi format and it 

begin by starting python script that instantiating a NAOqi 

session.service ("ALVideoRecorder") [17]. Via File Transfer the 

video file is download from the robot to a laptop or directly by WiFi 

to HL2 by using appropriate transport protocol for file transfer. The 

online streaming on the HL2 scene is a future goal. By analogy, 

another vision module on the robot side that can be instantiated by 

NAOqi is “ALFaceDetection” service.  Thus, the robot will be 

assigned to detect, and optionally recognize, faces and provides 

their positions, as well as a list of angular coordinates for important 

face‟s features (eyes, nose and mouth). 

 

 

Fig. 4 Communications from HL2 to Node-RED, 

established by WebSockets in the Universal Windows 

Platform (UWP) 

 

In the second behaviour the HL2 inputs interface the gripper of 

the 3D model of the Panda collaborative robot.  By the scripts in 

Unity that provide the basic functionality for transforming objects 

in mixed reality (BoundingBox, ObjectManipulator, 

NearInteractionGrabbable, etc) the model is made intractable. The 

transforming model and lighting are set according to the user‟s 

position, as well as “Follow Me” and “Close” functionality. The 

goal of this behaviour is the real robotic arm to mirror the 

manipulation of virtual one. This is very useful for programming 

robots by manual guidance. In the HoloLens application the prefab 

of the robot arm is manipulated by adding the necessary scripts that 

provide basic functionality for transforming objects in mixed reality 

by a cube around the hologram to indicate that it can be interacted 

with. Handles on the corners and edges of the cube allow scaling or 

rotating the object. The end position of an articulated hand pointer 

in MRTK is get when hitting and grabbing the geometry of the 

virtual arm (Vector3 Start and End point positions and hit_object 

results from MixedRealityToolkit.InputSystem.DetectedInput 

Sources) and it is sent in time windows via the “communication 

channel” to the real robotic arm in order to transform position of the 

arm. Thus, the operator moves and manipulates in real time the 

virtual robot which results in recording its pose and posture on the 

real one in a timeline-based program by mapping of the position 

and orientation coordinates. 

The proposed framework has other application prospects, too.  

For instance, remote-assistance from NodeRED for different IoT 

devices. When the HL2 device sensors send data in Node-RED, 

after decision taken from an expert, the real device is controlled via 

NodeRED and the feedback to the HL2 provides an interaction that 

merges the real and virtual worlds in the MR window. Thus, we aid 

at maintenance or training (replace manuals) scenarios and practical 

decision-making by enhanced UI and visualization techniques. 

Another possible application of the proposed framework is in 

“Agriculture 4.0” applications, for example for grape harvesting 

[18]. More specifically, the harvesting robot might be tailored 

remotely to perform specific harvesting operations according to 
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specific vineyards conditions. Yet another potential application of 

the proposed framework is in Social Robot applications in 

education [19] and [20], where virtual and real things could be 

mixed constructively.  

Although the framework has broad application prospects in 

many fields, more detailed experimental analysis needs to be 

performed in the future in order to prove that this framework is 

enough practicable and stable. In the future, the potential of Lattice 

Computing (LC) [21] will be studied toward mixing rigorously 

virtual as well as real objects based on LC‟s modelling capacity to 

rigorously involve both sensory data and cognitive data. In 

particular, LC can be applied for modelling MR in Human CPSs 

(HCPSs), where “virtual” and/or “cyber” components correspond to 

nonnumerical data, whereas the “physical” components correspond 

to numerical data. 

4. Conclusion 

HoloLens2 from Microsoft is the new MR revolution for 

Industry 4.0. A lightweight framework for interconnecting virtual 

and real things in HoloLens 2 via Node-RED is proposed. The 

framework can be applied for all MR smart glasses using 

WebSockets and all IoT devices that have nodes to be accessed and 

controlled via Node-RED. The framework reduces the 

communication barriers between heterogeneous technologies by 

open-source protocols and systems that allow operators easily to 

access, capture and send digital information about their activity in 

real time. At the same time, the operator is supported from the 

maintenance technicians not only with step-by-step instructions and 

weak interactions as images and animations, but with direct 

interaction with the virtual model or the real device in the field in 

order remotely to complete specific tasks. 
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